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Abstract

If teacher educators wish to educate physics teachers to teach in a student-centred way, they themselves should teach their prospective teachers in the same way. This modelling should be done explicitly so as to stimulate the prospective teachers to reflect on their way of teaching. In physics teacher education, the issue of taking account for student reasoning about physics concepts is paramount for practising student-centred teaching. A very important moment in the education of a student teacher is the visit of a teacher educator during a lesson in the internship school. These visits offer excellent opportunities for observing conceptual problems with students in the classroom and for discussing with the student teacher how to cope with these problems. 
This paper reports about a self-study of my visits to two lessons of one student teacher. I practised explicit modelling in student-teacher-centred teaching. Based on notes made directly after the review discussions and on student teacher’s reports of the review discussions in the portfolio, the effect of this explicit modelling on student teacher’s development towards student-centred teaching was studied. It is recommended to have student teachers carefully prepare the lesson-to-be-visited, suggesting observation cues for the teacher educator; to start the review discussion with reporting about these cues and to ask student teachers for a reflective report about the lesson and the review discussion.

In recent literature (Loughran et al. 2004) it is plead for self-study of teacher educators on their own teaching. This idea appeals to me, and in this paper I want to reflect on one of my tasks as a (methodology) physics teacher educator: the visit to student teachers’ school practicum lesson.
Is visiting student teachers’ lessons a task that teacher educators should do, regarding recent developments such as competence-oriented teacher education, portfolio assessment, professional development schools? Asking this question is necessary, since little is known about how teacher educators go about a school practicum visit, what their purpose in this is, what the learning effect of such a visit is, and what its function can be in student teachers’ portfolio.
I started this study with the question of what it adds to the education of student teachers (STs) if I, as a (physics methodology) teacher educator, visit my students at their internship school. What more can I achieve than the school mentor, who sees much more the ST’s activities in the school? I hope that my visits contribute to the student teachers’ ability to make a connection between the theory learnt at the institute and the practice at the school. Concretely, I have two objectives with my lesson visits: making student teachers more student-oriented, and having them reflect on all the teacher roles we distinguish in our teacher education programme. Keeping in mind these objectives, I have made changes in the standard set-up of my lesson visit. In this paper I reflect on these changes. I limit myself to the case-study of two lesson visits to one ST.
KEL 
Teacher roles in portfolio
In the digital portfolio of the IVLOS teacher education programme, the STs can categorise their experiences according to six ‘teacher roles’ which a teacher must fulfil within the school (Figure 1). These roles are derived from the different perspectives from which, in research, teacher behaviour in the class and in the school can be described (Van Tartwijk & Brekelmans, 1997). 
At the start of their teacher education, many STs tend to find the role of subject teacher the most important one, with keeping order as primary concern. In practice the ST will experiences that s/he must also take on other roles in the classroom, usually several roles at once. At the start of the internship, however, STs cannot yet deal with this simultaneousness. They implicitly assume that the roles are taken on one after the other: you take on this role for a while and then another. An ST who completes the programme successfully, knows from practice as well as from theory that s/he must fulfil, with varying intensities, all roles simultaneously. In line with this, such an ST can reflect from different perspectives on the acting in class and at school.

Perspective for describing teacher behaviour 	Role that the teacher fulfils within the school 
Subject methodological and subject oriented	Subject teacher 
Educational psychology	Planner and coach  
Pedagogic	Guide and counselor
Interpersonal	Classroom manager 
School organisation	Teacher beyond the class
Self-development	Reflective teacher and researcher

An ST will not reflect on the teacher roles out of his/her own accord. If no attention is paid to it, it may remain ‘theory’, something you only get to when straightening out your portfolio, because you must. When discussing the lesson visit afterwards, the teacher educator can help the ST reflect on these roles. Subject methodologists who are also general teacher educators can have an advantage here, because they can connect to the subject oriented and methodological concerns of the STs and handle other roles as equivalent next to the role of subject matter teacher.

The portfolio is, for that matter, a valuable instrument with which the STs can demonstrate the development of their competences in the different roles using ‘360o feedback’. In this, the ST not only use own products, but collects and incorporates feedback from others involved: the students, the mentor teacher, fellow STs and educators. The feedback that the ST receives from a educator as a result of the lesson visit can take a prominent place in this.
Student-oriented science teaching
Student-oriented science teaching means: giving students the opportunity to put their thoughts and meanings into words. That requires simultaneous command of different teacher roles: the interpersonal in order to create a good working atmosphere and give clear supervision, the educational psychology role in order to make students learn effectively, and the pedagogical in order to allow for optimal development of the individual student and allowing for their specific qualities and needs. Mastering the subject teacher role is also crucial to student-oriented teaching. This especially goes for teachers in the sciences, because they will inevitably run into problems with (defining) subject-oriented concepts (Driver a.o 1985): how do you provide students with insight into the meaning of concepts such as probability, energy, force, particles, genes? When STs start teaching in a student-oriented manner, they encounter unexpected problems. Then they realise that many students use concepts with a definition that is not compatible with its meaning within the subject. If they, on the other hand, opt for a traditional approach and only let students do standard questions and sums, student notions come less to the fore. Lessons of this kind usually proceed in a more predictable manner and lead to less problems for the ST with respect to content, but they are also less effective. Concept development demands that students put their notions into words, discuss definitions, test predictions with reality and thus construct new definitions. Fathoming and supervising the developments that their students go through demands from student teachers a thorough insight into the subject definitions themselves as well as the learning of these definitions by students. Working on this, STs discover that they themselves run into this problem of definitions (Van der Valk & Broekman, 2002). Student-oriented teaching also means tackling the problem of definitions. An ST might ‘theoretically’ know about the existence of student notions, but it turns out to be difficult to do something with this knowledge in practice in the class. It is necessary to embed this knowledge into the context in which the actual teaching takes place (‘situated cognition’, Putnam and Burko 2000). Lesson visits by the methodology teacher educator may provide the opportunity for this embedment. 
Approach of the self-study 
In discussions about and the education of the supervision of the STs at the school, the accent is usually placed on the discussion following the lesson visit, especially on going over the reflection cycle (Koster & Korthagen 2001). A lesson visit, however, consists of more aspects which are necessary to make an review discussion go successfully. Two of these precede the review discussion: making an appointment for the lesson visit and observation in the class. For a lasting result, the last aspect is also of importance, the report. In the beneath I give the standard set-up of my lesson visits, in which the various aspects have been worked out.

Standard set-up of my school practice visit
Preceding
1. Appointment with the student-teacher (ST); the ST informs the mentor teacher and also invites him/her to the review discussion.

During the school practice visit
2. The ST provides me with a set-up of the lesson.
3. During the lesson: I note down observations for myself; I never intervene and react as little as possible to students during the lesson (and, if present, to the mentor teacher and/or fellow STs).
4. At the end of the lesson: if there is time and the blackboard has been used and has not been wiped yet, I take a look at the blackboard use with the ST.

The review discussion
5. The review discussion takes place as much as possible straight after the lesson.
a. The ST is provided the opportunity to give his/her first impressions.
b. We make an agenda together.
c. In the discussion, first the points brought forward by the ST are discussed, then the attention points that the ST provided me with and finally other points noticed by the supervisor. If the mentor teacher and/or fellow STs were present they also bring in points.
The report
6. I make a short report and send this to the ST and to the other supervisors of the ST.
7. The ST includes the report in the digital portfolio.

I have always worked well with this standard set-up, but a while ago I found the set-up to start becoming insufficient. This was especially caused by the use of the portfolio, working with the perspectives, making my objective of ‘student-oriented teaching’ more explicit and my wish to apply the congruency principle (Korthagen a.o. 2001): if I want the STs to teach in a student-oriented manner, I must supervise in a student-oriented manner. Some things evoked new questions for me: do I actually apply the congruency principle and do I make this explicit? Do I connect to the concerns of the ST? Is it clear for the ST what s/he wants to hear about from me? Do I raise the different perspectives? What place does the lesson visit take in the composing of the portfolio by the ST? How do I know if the discussion points have had any effect on the ST? By asking these questions I started adding other elements to my set-up. Often I derived these from conversations with colleagues. 
 
The new elements in my set-up are:
In the preceding phase I already ask for points of special attention for the observation.
At the end of the observed lesson I ask the students what they think of the subject and the lessons.
I conclude the review discussion with going through the perspectives: have all perspectives been covered?
I let the ST make report of the review discussion and provide a reaction to this. Furthermore, I have started to make my approach explicit to the ST.

I have generally tried out these changes independently during different lesson visits. During my lesson visits to one ST, G., I realised all of them at once and made notes of this. The fun bit was that the reports that G. made of these lesson visits contained a lot of information about the effects of my method. In this, G. explicitly referred to the preparation, my observations and the review discussion. This provided me with something to go by when reflecting on the above-mentioned changes. In order to denote his reaction to the review discussions as learning points for himself as well (and with it get an impression of the effect on the learning process of G.), I have analysed his portfolio as a whole.

I draw, with permission from G., the data I use in this article from his digital portfolio, in which he amongst others took up reports of the lesson visits. Beside this I also derive data from the notes that I made during the visited lessons and which I worked out shortly after the lesson visit, if necessary supplemented from my memory. I have tried to make a connection between my lesson visit and the development of G. as a teacher. The contributions of his other supervisors (the general supervisors from the IVLOS, supervisors from the school) remain unmentioned, though undoubtedly these have also been of great influence on his development as a teacher.

My first lesson visit to G.
G., a 26 years old male student teacher, studied physics and after graduating he chose to do the teacher education programme. There he was, according to his supervisors, an inconspicuous ST. In the first half of his education he did his teaching practicum together with another ST. During my first lesson visit to G. his fellow ST and the mentor teacher were also present.
In this section I provide a reconstruction of the learning process that G. went through in the first half of the course, with special attention for student-orientedness. In order to be able to assess the learning effect of the lesson visit, I first describe his starting situation. Next I describe the lesson visit and at the end of the section I reflect on my approach of the lesson visit.
The starting situation of G.
In the ‘profile’ of himself that he wrote in his portfolio at the beginning of the course, G. wrote that the teacher he would ideally become: ‘must master all teacher roles’​[1]​, but that he also ‘wanted to place a bit more accent on the role of physics teacher. However, it is remarkable that in the personal education programme he made, he mentioned only one learning desire related to physics teaching: problem solving strategies of students. In contrast, he formulated many objectives under the planner and coach role, amongst which ‘using alternative teaching methods’.
 The lesson visit
Preceding this lesson visit, I had decided to add two things to my standard set-up of the lesson visit (insert 1):
	Connect to the theory of the institute: cover all perspectives, as far as they are relevant, in the review discussion.
	Make my approach more student-oriented: ask G. to make a report of the review discussion.

During the 10th grade lesson that I observed with G., his mentor teacher and fellow ST were also present. First, G. held a classroom discussion on nuclear fission. Then he made students, divided into groups, make posters on different situations regarding nuclear fission. At the end of the lesson they presented these to the class. It was the first time G. used posters in his lesson. Thus, he worked on his intention to ‘use alternative teaching methods’. 
At the beginning of the review discussion we made up the agenda. G. wanted to hear what we thought of the poster presentation. He also wanted to hear something about order, about his interaction with students and about physics. Subsequently, the fellow ST and the mentor teacher gave their reaction, from which I led on. In this I made sure that all aspects were covered. In the report for his portfolio, G. shortly mentioned the discussed points, arranged according to the perspectives, with the poster presentations as special point of attention. Beside this, G. gave a description of the lesson and a self-reflection. From the perspective of ‘student-oriented teaching’ the passages on rewarding in the review discussion are interesting. The fellow ST and the mentor teacher said that G. rewarded his students when they gave a correct answer. I observed furthermore that he paid less attention to students who gave an incorrect or partly correct answer: he rejected their answers straight away, while they still could have had a correct point. In his report G. provides an example of this, concerning the fission of uranium (U-235 takes in a neutron and splits up after this; U-238 does not split).

I ask student M. for the formula which shows this relation, and he gives as an answer E=mc2. Student B corrects this by indicating that not the mass, but the difference in mass that results from the reaction is converted into energy. I reward her. After this explanation I go onto the subject of fission. I ask the students which core is split during fission. As an answer I get U-326. I indicate that this is not the correct answer. [G. wanted to hear ‘U-235’]

Using this incident we discussed how you can still reward an ‘unwanted’ answer without ‘approving’ of the content: by accepting student contributions, checking whether you understand it correctly and rounding off the interaction. If G. had asked the question ‘why do you think U-236?’ he would probably have heard: ‘the U-235 core first takes in the neutron, becomes U-236, and then fission occurs.’ Also during the poster presentations G. let the students do the talking and made use of opportunities to reward, but he subsequently did not know very well what to do with the student contribution. This led to a learning point:

There was no conclusion with the poster presentation. During the preparation I mostly concentrated on how you should carry out the working method, and not on how you should round it off and evaluate it. Next time I must pay more attention to this. A way to do this is to ask questions.

In the review discussion, the focus of G. on ‘teaching physics’ came up during the discussion on his strict correct-or-incorrect assessment, but I did not get the impression that G. had changed much in that matter.
Reflection on my role during the first lesson visit to G.
The visit to G. and his fellow student was difficult and exciting because up to that point I had played no part in their education. G. had nevertheless used my visit to try out something new: the poster presentation on nuclear fission. In the review discussion I managed to create a good atmosphere, amongst others by giving G. room to tell about his own first impressions and by asking him for points on which he wanted feedback. I made sure these points and the different teaching perspectives were covered. In hindsight I was quite content with the review discussion, but I could not assess very well what the learning effect on G. had been. After a week G. sent me the report by email. I found the good thing about it to be that he not only covered many of the discussed points, but also the most important happenings in the lesson and that he concluded with a self-reflection. From this I deducted that G. had learnt something about student-oriented teaching and that he started making a connection between rewarding, using interactive working forms, and responding to student contributions, and with this the different teacher roles. I missed, however, an important point that we had discussed: his strict correct-or-incorrect assessment and the question of how to reward student contributions which are not completely correct. I replied that I thought it was a good report, and that in it I recognised most of the points that we had discussed. I did not mention the point that I had missed, because I was nevertheless quite content with his report. The wish to reward obstructed the making of a critical remark. Like G., I had difficulties with finding a solution between completely correct and completely incorrect. 
In-between portfolio
At the end of his first teaching practice period G. went through a rapid development towards student-oriented teaching. The lesson that I had observed, with the poster on radioactivity, appears to have played a key-role in this. In his in-between portfolio G. mostly paid attention to the learning psychology perspective and the interpersonal perspective. What had appealed to him from the learning psychology were the so-called key definitions, such as ‘providing meaning’ and ‘making visible learning and thinking’. He had worked these out in his lessons. He had asked his mentor teacher and his fellow ST to provide him with feedback on this. Using the key definition ‘providing meaning’, he reflected on what he had learnt from teaching to the 4th grade class of which I has seen a lesson:
At the beginning of my teaching practice I did little with this key definition, but later on I realised that students felt a need for meaning: “What must we understand?” and “why do we need to learn this” are questions with where asked repeatedly. [I kept] mentioning that certain parts of the subject material would certainly be on the test. I have noticed that because of this, students started approaching the subject material in a different manner. The subject material received ‘meaning’, causing certain students to treat it more seriously. [I have] also tried to give the subject meaning through introducing relevance for society. Using posters, students had to show that they had understood the consequences of handling radioactive material. I noticed that due to this, the view of students regarding the material changed. They did not only learn because they would be tested on this but also because the material received ‘meaning’ which was closer to their every-day experience. 
In this piece it may be noticed that the learning psychology ideas helped G. focus increasingly on the learning of students. We read that, through practice, G. discovered that ‘providing meaning’ is important, not only for external, but also for internal motivation of the students. He experienced a dynamic relationship between teaching, learning and providing learning material; he changed his teaching, due to which the perspective of students regarding the subject material changed, and furthermore his knowledge of the learning of students increased. This again made him become more focussed on the learning of the student. Furthermore, this piece demonstrates a certain reflective skill: in it, he describes what he did and what the effect of this was on his students.
The second lesson visit to G.
After the first lesson visit I concluded that I had been badly prepared for the lesson that G. was going to teach. I did not know in advance what he was going to do and on what he wanted feedback. Furthermore, I did not know how his students had experienced the lesson. Due to this I added several new things to my standard set-up with my second lesson visit:
	A preceding discussion with the ST.
	Asking for attention points for the observations.
	Discussions with students after the lesson.

In the second half of the education G. had a small appointment at a school, which qualified as (paid) final teaching practice. Here I visited him once and saw him work in two 2nd grade classes. Unfortunately his mentor teacher could not be present at the review discussion, since he was teaching himself at that moment.
Preceding discussion
In the preceding discussion, fifteen minutes before his lesson started, I asked G. what his lessons would be about and what I could focus on. G. explained that the students in one class would be doing an experiment: looking at the flame of a Bunsen burner. The other lesson would be on air pressure. G. wanted me to focus on (as he noted in his report later on):
	Order in the class
	Use of blackboard
	Interaction between students
	Evaluation of the experiment
With the explanation on the point on ‘order’, he also mentioned the rewarding of half-correct answers. With this, he resorted to what we had discussed during the first lesson visit, the bit I had missed in his report! How occupied he had been with this matter is also made clear in the report he made afterwards:
How do you go about half-correct answers? This is the question I still ask myself, because this came up during my first teaching practice. Students did not feel rewarded and this can be demotivating.
Through this bit of preceding discussion I realised that G. had made progress on the issue of correct-or-incorrect assessment. 

The preceding discussion continued for a bit while G. and I were waiting in front of the classroom in which G. was going to teach. He told me that he had already done the lesson on handling a Bunsen burner with another class. I asked him what problems he had observed with the students. He name technical problems: how do you turn on a burner, how do you turn it down, what happens when you allow for more or less oxygen in the flame. I responded to this: ‘some students find it strange that a flame becomes hotter when you allow for more air. From the idea of “blowing out a flame” they rather expect that it becomes colder.’ By making this remark shortly before the actual lesson, I influenced the content of G.’s lesson. With an unwanted result, as I will discuss below.
Observations in the class
I was pleasantly surprised by what I saw in the class. G. created a good atmosphere in his class and because of this his students could say what they thought when doing the experiments and exercises. G. did something with the answers they gave. During the instruction for the Bunsen burner experiment my remark from the preceding discussion played a role. One of G.’s questions to the students was: ‘what happens when you allow for more air in the flame?’ One student answered: ‘then the flame becomes bigger’. G. did not understand the student very well and asked her: ‘why do you think the flame becomes colder’? The student protested softly several times: ‘it does not become colder, I said larger’, but because many students responded at once (‘it gets more oxygen’) G. did not hear this.
In the other class, the class had read a paragraph on atmospheric pressure in the book. G. started the class with the assignment to write down in two’s “three characteristics of atmospheric pressure”. After a while G. summed up which characteristics the students had written down. This made apparent what thoughts and notions the students had of air, atmospheric pressure and vacuum. I recognised several student notions of air which I know from the literature. From his response to the students I could see that G. listened to the students and tried to do something with their answers. The students I spoke to after the lesson were very content with G.’s lessons. They thought the atmosphere was good and G. always answered their questions.
Review discussion
We took a lot of time for the review discussion. We ordered our discussion using the point of attention and the perspectives. G. took notes, which he later worked out into a report and provided with a reflection. Below I use fragments of this report.
G. showed himself to be content with his lessons and thought that the interaction with the students went well. I confirmed that. I told him that I thought it was typical for the atmosphere in his class that the students brought forward their correct, half-correct and incorrect answers. We discussed what he did exactly: inviting students, taking their answers seriously and putting arguments alongside each other before indicating which are correct. We concluded that this approach contributed to the safe atmosphere during the lessons. I consequently asked G. if he had picked out any student notions during his class on air pressure. He did indeed remember one: “There is air with and without mass. Air with mass causes air pressure.” I had not heard that notion at all. Using my notes we went through what the student had said. One student had given as a characteristic of air pressure: “air pressure is air with mass”. In response to this G. had asked the other students whether they agreed. When he did not get a clear response to this he asked the student: “Is there therefore air without mass?” Here we ran into differences in interpretation between him and myself. I saw in the student answer an awkward formulation of the relation between air pressure and mass (of air). I decided not to try and convince him of ‘my being right’, but to stress that there are various ways of interpreting such remarks. On this I recognized in his report:
A student thought that air pressure was air with mass. My interpretation of her notion was that she imagines air as a space in which mass can be stored, so air without mass also exists.
As a result of this incident we discussed that it is possible to misinterpret student notions, different from their intention. I gave as an example the discussion on the Bunsen burner flame becoming colder when allowing for air supply. G. was surprised to hear that he had misunderstood the student: “I thought, we were just talking about it and now I hear someone mention is, but apparently that wasn’t the case.” Apparently G. had consciously started focussing on student input, but my suggestions were so fresh in his memory that he actually thought he heard them from students. I also pointed out other student comments to G. that could be interpreted as notions.  Students for example said about empty space:
	There is no air pressure in space, that’s why you float there
	There is no gravity there
	Don’t you start floating [when you take of your spacesuit in space]?
These remarks could point to a notion: where the atmosphere stops there is no gravity anymore, because you are weightless there. We got into a discussion on how you can be weightless in space while gravity works. G. indicated that he found it difficult to explain in the 4th grade why the moon does not fall on the earth. I wanted to pursue his question on how to handle such an explanation, because with it I could weave theory into the review discussion. What I did not realise sufficiently, however, is that this caused the conversation to turn from reflective to informative, and that my role changed from supervisor to teacher. The result of this was that this part of the conversation got across to G. as a correct-or-incorrect assessment. 
A student asked me how you can notice whether there is low of high air pressure. My answer was that you can determine what the air pressure is with a barometer. According to Ton I misinterpreted the question, because she probably meant how you can see high/low pressure in everyday life. A suitable answer to this would be: the sewers start smelling when there is low pressure above ground, a bag of crisps pops when the pressure outside becomes lower than inside. 
The point for me was not correct-or-incorrect, but to show that you can interpret student questions and answers differently and, accordingly, give different responses. G. did turn out to be happy with my explanation and tips, as is made clear in the following passage from his report: 
During the lessons many notions of students came to the fore that deeply impressed me. Ton related many of those notions to the literature, and with this inspired me to read through literature on notions myself. Also, it is starting to get to me how important working methods are for a good student-teacher relationship. During group teaching students would not ask questions as easily, not because they don’t have questions but because they do not get a chance to thing about the subject by themselves. From now on I will try to use more activating working methods in every class so that students are motivated to express their opinion on the subject.
From this passage it can be read that the review discussion brought considerable gains:
	The ST developed a need for methodologist theory, for literature.
	The ST provides an analysis in which the various perspectives are combined: the educational psychology (activating methodology), the interpersonal (teacher/student relationship) and the methodologist (notions).




My reflection on the second lesson visit to G. 
In this reflection I first look back on the lesson visit itself. Then I discuss more generally the effects of the changes compared to my standard lesson visit as indicated in insert 1. 
The review discussion with G. went well. In retrospect it was a good thing of me to ask G. which student notions he had heard in the class. This question connected to the concern about the half-correct answers, brought up his progress in this area and focussed the attention on the interpretation of the students’ input. This did not only lead to a good conversation in which the teacher behaviour was approached from different perspectives. It also showed his student-orientedness, which I could reward, and gave way to a discussion on how to enhance this student-orientedness.
The preceding discussion was useful to go through several things with G., such as my introduction in the class and the talking with students. But the discussion also turned out to have an unwanted effect. Earlier I had already experienced that a preceding discussion with respect to content, for example on the lesson plan, could result in the ST making last-minute changes to his/her lesson. Because such a last-minute change is not well thought out, it usually does not contribute to a successful lesson. I conclude that a preceding discussion is useful if it concerns practical things such as formulating point of attention, where I can best sit in the class and the introduction of my presence in the class. But a discussion shortly before a class must not touch upon the content of the lesson or the lesson plan. Now I ask STs to email me their lesson plans and attention points for the observation beforehand. If they give rise to remarks, I can provide these early on, so that the ST has some time to think them over properly. 
Working with points of attention from G. during my observations suited me well. Due to this, G. and I agreed a priori on an important portion of the agenda during the review discussion. Thus, it stimulates ‘student-oriented discussion’. G. used the points of attention to structure the report of the lesson visit. I think it also contributed to G. realising that he taught in order to directly learn something from it, something that I could see during the lesson.
A difficult matter remains the dual role I fulfilled and wanted to fulfil in the review discussion: that of supervisor and of teacher who wants the theory to be applied and who grasps occasions for providing new theory. I have tried to make my contributions fit in with the questions that G. had, and I see that I managed that quite well. I could pay more attention to explicitly indicating where I lead the process, and follow the content of the ST, and to marking the transition to the part of the conversation in which I myself determine content. Having a discussion with several students after the observed lesson was good, though the conversations were very short. The students enjoyed telling what they thought of the subject and the lesson, and with it told me how they had experienced the lesson with G.. G. enjoyed hearing, through me, something from the students.
The making of a report of the review discussion by G. and a reflection of that lesson had several positive effects. Firstly, he had to actively get busy and became ‘owner’ of the result of the lesson visit. That enhanced the learning effect, and the report gave me insight into the progress of the ST.  Secondly, it saved me time: I did not have to make a report myself. G. had more time for this than I did, and because of this the report contained much more useful details than I could have put in. Thirdly, I received feedback on my lesson visit. I could check whether my objectives were met. Lastly, I had the opportunity to make remarks on the report or ask for additional information. Because I thought it was a very good report, I limited myself to a laudatory reaction.
G.’s final portfolio
Here I describe a small piece from G.’s final portfolio to show that G. had indeed increasingly started teaching in a student-oriented manner after my second lesson visit, and that he started applying in the class that which he had learnt on student notions. 
In his final portfolio, G. pays a lot of attention to experiences with working methods such as think-tell-share. With this he provides examples of the way in which he could find out about student notions through these working methods. Contrary to his correct-or-incorrect assessment in the first half of his education, he now emphasised discussion about answers. Thus, G. had actively started working with ideas from methodology and educational psychology that he developed during his education. Setting the seal to his development, he pinpoints situations in which students spontaneously tell him about their (change in) notions:
During the individual working time a student remarked that he finally understood what the focal point was. “Sir, now I get it, the focus is somewhere between the lens and the image.” Through this remark, his notion was revealed to me. Up to this point I had had the idea that the notion of focal point was clear to students. But apparently the idea had developed that the focal point only exists when a perpendicular beam of light reaches the lens. […]. This experience informed me of the educational psychology aspect of concept development. In the future I will take this aspect more into consideration.
In this passage G. makes clear that he listened to the students and – as a result of that – that the students started telling him more. He reflects on this is a way that comes full-circle in terms of the reflection circle and that shows characteristics of core reflection (Korthagen & Vasalos 2002): his convictions have changed and perhaps his identity at the beginning, methodologist expert, has expanded and changed to expert in the area of learning subject material by the students. I conclude that he has developed a student-oriented attitude.
Post-mortem
In this post-mortem I used the three areas that Lunenberg and Korthagen (2005) consider to be of importance for the enhancement of student-orientedness of student-teachers by their supervisors:
	Attention for personal interest-oriented learning of STs.
	Varying in ways of reflection.
	Discussing of methodologist choices with the STs.
Their research concerns the breaking of the methodologist circle by teacher educators. They find that the teacher educators from their research group do not sufficiently succeed in providing their students with a student-oriented ‘mental model’ of education. Such a model should provide for an alternative to reverting to the traditional way of teaching that they underwent themselves as school students. Teacher educators especially lack in the three areas mentioned above. That is why it is interesting to see to what extent these areas are represented in my revised version of the lesson visit.
Preceding the visit
1.	Appointment with the student-teacher (ST): the ST informs the school supervisor and also invites him/her to the afterward discussion.
2.	Request: send me a lesson plan, as well as observation cues.

During the school visit
3.	Interview with the ST to explain what the ST can expect of me in the lesson and what I expect of him/her (explain that I’m there and what I’ve come to do); to ask permission to have a short interview with a few students after the lesson.
4.	During the lesson: observing with ST’s observation cues in mind; making notes; no interventions; as few reactions to the teacher and to students as possible.
5.	At the end of the lesson: short interviews with a few students (‘Do you like physics?’ ‘What did you like about this lesson?’); If the blackboard has been used and not wiped yet, review of  the blackboard use with the ST from the rear of the classroom.

The review discussion
6.	The review discussion takes place directly after the lesson if at all possible.
a.	Explanation of the structure of the review discussion, including making notes and reporting (if possible, a fellow ST makes notes).
b.	Opportunity to the ST to give his/her first impressions.
c.	Selection of aspects of the lesson to be reviewed: 
i.	the observation points; 
ii.	other points resulting from teaching or observing the lesson; 
iii.	check whether all relevant perspectives have been covered in the review
d.	Discussion: the ST is first given the floor, then the school supervisor and/or fellow STs if present, then me. 
e.	The ST formulates conclusions and intentions.

The report
7.	ST makes report of the lesson and afterward discussion, provided with a reflection.
8.	My reaction to the report, giving approval or asking for revision or additions.
9.	If approved, the ST takes up the report and my reaction in the digital portfolio.

The attention for personal interest-oriented learning of STs has been strengthened in the revised version of the lesson visit. This is due to the asking for observation points and using these points when making the agenda for the review discussion. Personal interest also comes to the fore in the report of the review discussion by the ST. It is important that the supervisor, in his reaction to that report, demonstrates clearly to have observed and appreciated the individuality of the ST. The revised version provides for different ways of reflection at different times. Reflection beforehand through thinking of observation points, reflection afterwards through the review discussion, and reflection on the review discussion itself by making the report. Setting the seal to all this reflection work is incorporating the results into the portfolio. The ST can use the portfolio to illustrate his/her acquired teaching competences.  The new set-up also provides room for reflection on the personal teacher behaviour from different perspectives. In the original set-up, various points of view already came together in the review discussion: that of the ST, the teacher educator and the mentor teacher and fellow STs. Through small discussions with students, the teacher educator can add to this some feedback from the student’s point of view. The STs put their methodologist choices on the agenda through providing the lesson plan and the observation points, and the revised set-up stimulates these choices to actually be discussed in the review discussion. Supervisors take a risk when they bring into discussion the methodologist choices shortly before the start of the lesson. In the preceding discussion the educator should therefore restrain him/herself as regards matters of content. Handing in the lesson plan and observation points beforehand does provide an opportunity to respond in an early phase. Then the ST still has enough time to encompass tips and suggestions in his/her preparation. 
In this self-reflection I have experienced that I as educator should be student-oriented in order for the student to develop in a student-oriented manner (Swennen, Lunenberg & Korthagen, 2004). As educator, I run into the same type of difficulties as the STs in their class, the most prominent problem being: the balance between the input of the learner and the content-oriented supervision of the teacher. Student-orientedness is an aspect with which the entire education programme should be pervaded. Lesson visits provide the opportunity for explicating student-orientedness to the student-teacher and making him/her experience it, as well as making a link with an important objective of the teacher education programme: delivering capable starting teachers who can and want to teach in a student-oriented manner. 
What remains is the question: can others beside the methodologist educator carry out the lesson visits in a way that the student becomes more student-oriented? The answer is: of course! Educational teacher educators can do it, and in their specific area of expertise possibly better. Teacher educators at school (mentor teachers, general supervisors or under whatever name they go) can do it. The set-up of the school visit described here may inspire them in the conduct. It does help to know from personal experience how the education programme is structured, what theory students have covered, what the school is like and how the subject the STs teach is organised. Through my long experience as teacher and educator I know the education programme and being a teacher at school throughout. I experience this as being a major advantage. I think I carry out my lesson visits well. But actually the main point why I want to keep doing it: I enjoy it. It is one of the most pleasing and interesting tasks I have.
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^1	  Here and forthwith I note down citations from his portfolio (translated from Dutch) in italics.
